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ABSTRACT
Conventional spatial queries, such as range search and nearest neighbor retrieval, involve only conditions on objects’
geometric properties. Today, many modern applications call for novel forms of queries that aim to find objects
satisfying both a spatial predicate, and a predicate on their associated texts. For example, instead of considering all
the restaurants, a nearest neighbor query would instead ask for the restaurant that is the closest among those whose
menus contain “steak, spaghetti, brandy” all at the same time. Currently, the best solution to such queries is based on
the IR2-tree, which, as shown in this paper, has a few deficiencies that seriously impact its efficiency. Motivated by
this, we develop a new access method called the spatial inverted index that extends the conventional inverted index to
cope with multidimensional data, and comes with algorithms that can answer nearest neighbor queries with keywords
in real time. As verified by experiments, the proposed techniques outperform the IR2-tree in query response time
significantly, often by a factor of orders of magnitude.
KEYWORDS: Nearest neighbor search, keyword search, spatial index.

INTRODUCTION
Aspatial database manages multidimensional objects (such as points, rectangles, etc.), and provides fast access to
those objects based on different selection criteria. The importance of spatial databases is reflected by the convenience
of modeling entities of reality in a geometric manner. For example, locations of restaurants, hotels, hospitals and so
on are often represented as points in a map, while larger extents such as parks, lakes, and landscapes often as a
combination of rectangles. Many functionalities of a spatial database are useful in various ways in specific contexts.
For instance, in a geography information system, range search can be deployed to find all restaurants in a certain area,
while nearest neighbor retrieval can discover the restaurant closest to a given address. Today, the widespread use of
search engines has made it realistic to write spatial queries in a brandnew way. Conventionally, queries focus on
objects’ geometric properties only, such as whether a point is in a rectangle, or how close two points are from each
other. We have seen some modern applications that call for the ability to select objects based on both of their geometric
coordinates and their associated texts. For example, it would be fairly useful if a search engine can be used to find the
nearest restaurant that offers “steak, spaghetti, and brandy” all at the same time. Note that this is not the “globally”
nearest restaurant (which would have been returned by a traditional nearest neighbor query), but the nearest restaurant
among only those providing all the demanded foods and drinks.There are easy ways to support queries that combine
spatial and text features. For example, for the above query, we could first fetch all the restaurants whose menus contain
the set of keywords {steak, spaghetti, brandy}, and then from the retrieved restaurants, find the nearest one. Similarly,
one could also do it reversely by targeting first the spatial conditions—browse all the restaurants in ascending order
of their distances to the query point until encountering one whose menu has all the keywords. The major drawback of
these straightforward approaches is that they will fail to provide real timeanswers on difficult inputs. A typical example
is that the real nearest neighbor lies quite faraway from the query point, while all the closer neighbors are missing at
least one of the query keywords.
Spatial queries with keywords have not been extensively explored. In the past years, the community has sparked
enthusiasm in studying keyword search in relational databases. It is until recently that attention was diverted to
multidimensional data. The best method to date for nearest neighbor search with keywords is due to Felipe et al.. They
nicely integrate two well-known concepts: R-tree, a popular spatial index, and signature file, an effective method for
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keyword- based document retrieval. By doing so they develop a structure called the IR2-tree, which has the strengths
of both R-trees and signature files. Like R-trees, the IR2- tree preserves objects’ spatial proximity, which is the key to
solving spatial queries efficiently. On the other hand, like signature files, the IR2-tree is able to filter a considerable
portion of the objects that do not contain all the query keywords, thus significantly reducing the number of objects to
be examined.
The IR2-tree, however, also inherits a drawback of signature
files: false hits. That is, a signature file, due to its conservative nature, may still direct the search to some objects, even
though they do not have all the keywords. The penalty thus caused is the need to verify an object whose satisfying a
query or not cannot be resolved using only its signature, but requires loading its full text. description, which is
expensive due to the resulting random accesses. It is noteworthy that the false hit problem is not specific only to
signature files, but also exists in other methods for approximate set membership tests with compact storage and the
references therein). Therefore, the problem cannot be remedied by simply replacing signature file with any of those
methods. In this paper, we design a variant of inverted index that is optimized for multidimensional points, and is
thusnamed the spatial inverted index (SI-index). This access method successfully incorporates point coordinates into
a conventional inverted index with small extra space, owing to a delicate compact storage scheme. Meanwhile, an SIindex preserves the spatial locality of data points, and comes with an R-tree built on every inverted list at little space
overhead. As a result, it offers two competing ways for query processing. We can (sequentially) merge multiple lists
very much like merging traditional inverted lists by ids. Alternatively, we can also leverage the R-trees to browse the
points of all relevant lists in ascending order of their distances to the query point. As demonstrated by experiments,
the SI-index significantly outperforms the IR2-tree in query efficiency, often by a factor of orders of magnitude. The
rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the problem studied in this paper formally. Section 3 surveys
the previous work related to ours. Section 4 gives an analysis that reveals the drawbacks of the IRtree. Section 5
presents a distance browsing algorithm for performing keyword-based nearest neighbor search. Section 6 proposes
the SI-idnex, and establishes its theoretical properties. Section 7 evaluates our techniques with extensive experiments.
Section 8 concludes the paper with a summary of our findings.

LITERATURE REVIEW
W.Arif , d. barbara, et. all 1995
Emerging multimedia applications require database systems to provide support for new types of objects and to process
queries that may have no parallel in traditional database applications. One such important class of queries are the
proximity queries that aims to retrieve objects in the database that are related by a distance metric in a way that is
specified by the query. The importance of proximity queries has earlier been realized in developing constructs for
visual languages. In this paper, we present algorithms for answering a class of proximity queries-fixed-radius nearestneighbor queries over point object. Processing proximity queries using existing query processing techniques results
in high CPU and I/O costs. We develop new algorithms to answer proximity queries over objects that lie in the onedimensional space (e.g., words in a document). The algorithms exploit query semantics to reduce the CPU and I/O
costs, and hence improve performance. We also show how our algorithms can be generalized to handle d-dimensional
objects
G. cong, b. ooi, k. et. all 128-139
In constrained data mining, users can specify constraints to prune the search space to avoid mining uninteresting
knowledge. This is typically done by specifying some initial values of the constraints that are subsequently refined
iteratively until satisfactory results are obtained. Existing mining schemes treat each iteration as a distinct mining
process, and fail to exploit the information generated between iterations. We propose to salvage knowledge that is
discovered from an earlier iteration of mining to enhance subsequent rounds of mining. In particular, we look at how
frequent patterns can be recycled. Our proposed strategy operates in two phases. In the first phase, frequent patterns
obtained from an early iteration are used to compress a database. In the second phase, subsequent mining processes
operate on the compressed database. We propose two compression strategies and adapt three existing frequent pattern
mining techniques to exploit the compressed database. Results from our extensive experimental study show that our
proposed recycling algorithms outperform their nonrecycling counterpart by an order of magnitude.
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R. hariharan, et. all 16, 2007.
¢Location-based information contained in publicly available GIS databases is invaluable for many applications such
as disaster response, national infrastructure protection, crime analysis, and numerous others. The information entities
of such databases have both spatial and textual descriptions. Likewise, queries issued to the databases also contain
spatial and textual components, for example, "Find shelters with emergency medical facilities in Orange County," or
"Find earthquake-prone zones in Southern California." We refer to such queries as spatial-keyword queries or SK
queries for short. In recent times, a lot of interest has been generated in efficient processing of SK queries for a variety
of applications from Web-search to GIS decision support systems. We refer to systems built for enabling such
applications as Geographic Information Retrieval (GIR) Systems. An example GIR system that we address in this
paper is a search engine built on top of hundreds of thousands of publicly available GIS databases. Building a search
engine over such large repositories is a challenge. One of the key aspects of such a search engine is the performance.
In this paper, we propose a framework for GIR systems and focus on indexing strategies that can process SK queries
efficiently. We show through experiments that our indexing strategies lead to significant improvement in efficiency
of answering SK queries over existing techniques.
D. papadias, q. shen et. all 2004.
¢Given two sets of points P and Q, a group nearest neighbor (GNN) query retrieves the point(s) of P with the smallest
sum of distances to all points in Q. Consider, for instance, three users at locations q1 q2and q3 that want to find a
meeting point (e.g., a restaurant); the corresponding query returns the data point p that minimizes the sum of Euclidean
distances |pqi| for 1≤i≤3. Assuming that Q fits in memory and P is indexed by an R-tree, we propose several algorithms
for finding the group nearest neighbors efficiently. As a second step, we extend our techniques for situations where Q
cannot fit in memory, covering both indexed and nonindexed query points. An experimental evaluation identifies the
best alternative based on the data and query properties.
H. shin, b. moon. et. all 2000
A spatial distance join is a relatively new type of operation introduced for spatial and multimedia database
applications. Additional requirements for ranking and stopping cardinality are often combined with the spatial distance
join in on-line query processing or internet search environments. These requirements pose new challenges as well as
opportunities for more efficient processing of spatial distance join queries. In this paper, we first present an efficient
k-distance join algorithm that uses spatial indexes such as R-trees. Bi-directional node expansion and plane-sweeping
techniques are used for fast pruning of distant pairs, and the plane-sweeping is further optimized by novel strategies
for selecting a sweeping axis and direction. Furthermore, we propose adaptive multi-stage algorithms for k-distance
join and incremental distance join operations. Our performance study shows that the proposed adaptive multi-stage
algorithms outperform previous work by up to an order of magnitude for both k-distance join and incremental distance
join queries, under various operational conditions.
D. papadias et. all 2002.
¢Existing work on multiway spatial joins focuses on the retrieval of all exact solutions with no time limit for query
processing. Depending on the query and data properties, however, exhaustive processing of multiway spatial joins can
be prohibitively expensive due to the exponential nature of the problem. Furthermore, if there do not exist any exact
solutions, the result will be empty even though there may exist solutions that match the query very closely. These
shortcomings motivate the current work, which aims at the retrieval of the best possible (exact or approximate)
solutions within a time threshold, since fast retrieval of approximate matches is the only way to deal with the ever
increasing amounts of multimedia information in several real time systems. We propose various techniques that
combine local and evolutionary search with underlying indexes to prune the search space. In addition to their
usefulness as standalone methods for approximate query processing, the techniques can be combined with systematic
search to enhance performance when the goal is retrieval of the best solutions.
H. shin, b. moon, , et. all 2000
¢A spatial distance join is a relatively new type of operation introduced for spatial and multimedia database
applications. Additional requirements for ranking and stopping cardinality are often combined with the spatial distance
join in on-line query processing or internet search environments. These requirements pose new challenges as well as
opportunities for more efficient processing of spatial distance join queries.
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In this paper, we first present an efficient k-distance join algorithm that uses spatial indexes such as R-trees. Bidirectional node expansion and plane-sweeping techniques are used for fast pruning of distant pairs, and the planesweeping is further optimized by novel strategies for selecting a sweeping axis and direction. Furthermore, we propose
adaptive multi-stage algorithms for k-distance join and incremental distance join operations. Our performance study
shows that the proposed adaptive multi-stage algorithms outperform previous work by up to an order of magnitude
for both k-distance join and incremental distance join queries, under various operational conditions.
S. agrawal et. all 2002
Internet search engines have popularized the keyword-based search paradigm. While traditional database management
systems offer powerful query languages, they do not allow keyword-based search. In this paper, we discuss
DBXplorer, a system that enables keyword-based searches in relational databases. DBXplorer has been implemented
using a commercial relational database and Web server and allows users to interact via a browser front-end. We outline
the challenges and discuss the implementation of our system, including results of extensive experimental evaluation.
N. beckmann et all 1990
The R-tree, one of the most popular access methods for rectangles, is based on the heuristic optimization of the area
of the enclosing rectangle in each inner node. By running numerous experiments in a standardized testbed under highly
varying data, queries and operations, we were able to design the R*-tree which incorporates a combined optimization
of area, margin and overlap of each enclosing rectangle in the directory. Using our standardized testbed in an
exhaustive performance comparison, it turned out that the R*-tree clearly outperforms the existing R-tree variants.
Guttman's linear and quadratic R-tree and Greene's variant of the R-tree. This superiority of the R*-tree holds for
different types of queries and operations, such as map overlay, for both rectangles and multidimensional points in all
experiments. From a practical point of view the R*-tree is very attractive because of the following two reasons 1 it
efficiently supports point and spatial data at the same time and 2 its implementation cost is only slightly higher than
that of other R-trees.
G. bhalotia ,et. all 2002
¢With the growth of the Web, there has been a rapid increase in the number of users who need to access online
databases without having a detailed knowledge of the schema or of query languages; even relatively simple query
languages designed for non-experts are too complicated for them. We describe BANKS, a system which enables
keyword-based search on relational databases, together with data and schema browsing. BANKS enables users to
extract information in a simple manner without any knowledge of the schema or any need for writing complex queries.
A user can get information by typing a few keywords, following hyperlinks, and interacting with controls on the
displayed results. BANKS models tuples as nodes in a graph, connected by links induced by foreign key and other
relationships. Answers to a query are modeled as rooted trees connecting tuples that match individual keywords in the
query. Answers are ranked using a notion of proximity coupled with a notion of prestige of nodes based on inlinks,
similar to techniques developed for Web search. We present an efficient heuristic algorithm for finding and ranking
query results.
X. cao , l. chen , et. all 2012
The web is increasingly being used by mobile users. In addition, it is increasingly becoming possible to accurately
geo-position mobile users and web content. This development gives prominence to spatial web data management.
Specifically, a spatial keyword query takes a user location and user-supplied keywords as arguments and returns web
objects that are spatially and textually relevant to these arguments. This paper reviews recent results by the authors
that aim to achieve spatial keyword querying functionality that is easy to use, relevant to users, and can be supported
efficiently. The paper covers different kinds of functionality as well as the ideas underlying their definition.
X. cao , et. all 2011
¢With the proliferation of geo-positioning and geo-tagging, spatial web objects that possess both a geographical
location and a textual description are gaining in prevalence, and spatial keyword queries that exploit both location and
textual description are gaining in prominence. However, the queries studied so far generally focus on finding
individual objects that each satisfy a query rather than finding groups of objects where the objects in a group
collectively satisfy a query. We define the problem of retrieving a group of spatial web objects such that the group's
keywords cover the query's keywords and such that objects are nearest to the query location and have the lowest interhttp: // www.ijesrt.com
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object distances. Specifically, we study two variants of this problem, both of which are NP-complete. We devise exact
solutions as well as approximate solutions with provable approximation bounds to the problems. We present empirical
studies that offer insight into the efficiency and accuracy of the solutions.

EXISTING SYSTEM
¢Spatial queries with keywords have not been extensively explored. In the past years, the community has sparked
enthusiasm in studying keyword search in relational databases. ¢It is until recently that attention was diverted to
multidimensional data. The best method to date for nearest neighbor search with keywords is due to Felipe et al.. They
nicely integrate two well-known concepts: R-tree, a popular spatial index, and signature file, an effective method for
keyword-based document retrieval. By doing so they develop a structure called the IR2 -tree, which has the strengths
of both R-trees and signature files. ¢Like R-trees, the IR2 - tree preserves objects’ spatial proximity, which is the key
to solving spatial queries efficiently. On the other hand, like signature files, the IR2 -tree is able to filter a considerable
portion of the objects that do not contain all the query keywords, thus significantly reducing the number of objects to
be examined.

PROPOSED SYSTEM
In this paper, we design a variant of inverted index that is optimized for multidimensional points, and is thus named
the spatial inverted index (SI-index). This access method successfully incorporates point coordinates into a
conventional inverted index with small extra space, owing to a delicate compact storage scheme. ¢Meanwhile, an SIindex preserves the spatial locality of data points, and comes with an R-tree built on every inverted list at little space
overhead. As a result, it offers two competing ways for query processing. ¢We can (sequentially) merge multiple lists
very much like merging traditional inverted lists by ids. Alternatively, we can also leverage the R-trees to browse the
points of all relevant lists in ascending order of their distances to the query point. As demonstrated by experiments,
the SI-index significantly outperforms the IR2 -tree in query efficiency, often by a factor of orders of magnitude.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

under the system architecture, the web collects information and send the pages to classifier through web crawler and
this classifier classifies the pages according to different categories and send to database, this database manages
multidimensional objects and provide fast access to those objects based on different selection criteria, here the user
enters a keywords to search engine through the user interface and search engine gives keywords to database, look for
the keywords which may be of different categories, if it finds the particular keywords then returns the results to user
through filter.

ALGORITHM
Best-first search is a search algorithm which explores a graph by expanding the most promising node chosen according
to a specified rule. Judea Pearl described best-first search as estimating the promise of node n by a "heuristic evaluation
function which, in general, may depend on the description of n, the description of the goal, the information gathered
by the search up to that point, and most important, on any extra knowledge about the problem domain."Some authors
have used "best-first search" to refer specifically to a search with a heuristic that attempts to predict how close the end
of a path is to a solution, so that paths which are judged to be closer to a solution are extended first.
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This specific type of search is called greedy best-first search.Efficient selection of the current best candidate for
extension is typically implemented using a priority queue. The A* search algorithm is an example of best-first search,
as is B*. Best-first algorithms are often used for path finding in combinatorial search. (Note that neither A* nor B* is
a greedy best-first search as they incorporate the distance from start in addition to estimated distances to the goal.
OPEN = [initial state]
while OPEN is not empty or until a goal is found do
1. Remove the best node from OPEN, call it n.
2. If n is the goal state, backtrace path to n (through recorded parents) and return path.
3. Create n's successors.
4. Evaluate each successor, add it to OPEN, and record its parent. Done

CONCLUSIONS
We have seen plenty of applications calling for a search engine that is able to efficiently support novel forms of spatial
queries that are integrated with keyword search. The existing solutions to such queries either incur prohibitive space
consumption or are unable to give real time answers. In this paper, we have remedied the situation by developing an
access method called the spatial inverted index (SI-index). Not only that the SI-index is fairly space economical, but
also it has the ability to perform keyword-augmented nearest neighbor search in time that is at the order of dozens of
milli-seconds. Furthermore, as the SI-index is based on the conventional technology of inverted index, it is readily
incorporable in a commercial search engine that applies massive parallelism, implying its immediate industrial merits.
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